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ATTACHMENT A--Flexible Work Schedule Policy
 
University Of Massachusetts Boston 
Department Flexible Work Schedule Program 
The decision to have a university wide flexible work schedule program is at the sole discretion of the 
university and each departmental appointing authority. Supervision, clear expectations and measurable 
tasks are essential components in considering whether or not a flexible work option program would be an 
option. Department managers must supervise employees by developing a system of distributing 
assignments appropriate for flexible work schedules and designating tasks with measurable outputs that 
can ensure appropriate levels of employee accountability.  
1.  Identify positions permitted to have a flexible work schedule by their titles. The non-faculty 
positions that are eligible for the Flexible Work Schedule Program in the department are on the 
list on page 2. 
3.  The campus’s Standard Hours of Operation are 8:30am to 5pm.   
Department  
Standard Hours of Operation if different: 
Flexible schedules must provide adequate coverage during these times and support any other 
requirements of the smooth operations of the department. (Some departments have other 
requirements such as multiple shifts, student services, and other general customer service 
requirements that support later hours.)   
4.  The campus’s core hours are 10am to 3pm. 
Department core hours if different: 
Employees must be in the office during the core hours to be available for meetings within the 
department and with employees from other departments, supervision, and other collaborative 
work.  (Your department may have alternate core hours or shifts that require other times.) 
5.  The campus’s standard work hour parameters are 7am to 7pm.  
Department work hour parameters are: 
(Departments that have multiple shifts should work within their requirements.) 
6.  Employees must work their regular number of hours (37.5 or 40) within the normal workweek. 
Part-time employees may vary the length of each workday but must fulfill their weekly work hours’ 
commitment. Some may request to work less or more than 7.5 hours on any given day. 
Management will determine if an employee’s schedule can be accommodated within the 
department. Specific hours will be indicated on the employee’s Flexible Work Schedule 
Agreement.  
7.  Employees and supervisors will sign a “Flexible Work Schedule Agreement” outlining the specific 
parameters of their flexible work schedule arrangement, including the measurement of work 
assignments, and the method of recording and approving work time. These agreements will be 
subject to the approval of the department head/Appointing Authority and HR. 
8.  Work unit productivity must be maintained and appropriate coverage of work responsibilities 
including customer service must be provided at all times. The department coverage schedule is 
attached.  
2.  Employees in the attached eligible positions, who are interested in a flexible work schedule, 		       may talk to their supervisors regarding their working independently and with limited        supervision to see if they are eligible for a flexible work schedule. 
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